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MiliTary (25%)

We believe that a higher military budget will help the teams to survive 
with new modern weaponry and  have a higher pay. It will also secure 
our borders against outside threats such as the 9/11 attacks. 



WelFare (40%)

We gave Welfare a smaller portion of the budget because we think the 
people getting welfare are cheating the system. We will use 5% for WIC, 
5% for TANF, 20% for Social Security, 5% for Medicare, and 5% for SSI.



general governMenT (5%)

General Government is higher than usual because in order to keep 
Americans happy and in line we have to keep them happy and safe. In 
using this money, we will work on the roads and give our 
people(government workers) a higher pay.



deBT (6%)

We are using 6% for debt to pay it off faster. We will use it for paying off 
China and any of the other countries we have fallen in debt with. We 
will also pay off the interest of the debt.



Science (4%)

We gave Science 4% of the budget because in order to make America a 
better place we need more inventions. With this money, I hope to be 
able to make a motor be able to run on water. We will also help make 
the lives of our fellow soldiers better by making exo-suits that run off of 
solar energy for them .



educaTion (4%)

We chose to bump up the 
spending on education 
because schools need to 
bring back old classes such as 
geology, and also to add new 
class that teaches kids about 
things that they will need 
later in life.



healTh (6%)

Health is raised 
because in order to 
become a better 
society we need 
better cures and 
health equipment. 
And when we find 
new diseases we 
can find and have 
more money to 
spend on curing 
these diseases.



agriculTure (5%)

We chose to raise the budget on Agriculture because we wanted to 
feed more people of our growing population. We also wanted to spend 
more money on trying to improving farming and growing methods.



TranSporTaTion (5%)

Transportation was raised because we wanted to improve our current 
road system and to fix any problems with in now. We wanted to also 
wanted to try and add new and safer roads.



Scenario: ZoMBieS!!!!

The world has started to end and our wonderful nation is falling apart. 
We decided to boost the funding on our military to a wapping 39%; 
health was also raised to help out with the cure at 18% now. 
Agriculture was raised to 20 plus Transportation and Science was raised 
to 10% to find cures for this madness!! 

The programs that we chose to take away were: Welfare, General 
Government, Debt, and Education.



Scenario Continued

We chose to add to Military to try to stop the hordes that would sweep 
through the country.
We added to Agriculture because we need to grow our farms as much 
as possible to try and survive.
Transportation was raised to try and send the military to places in the 
country and the borders to fight the zombies



Scenario conTinued parT 2

Welfare was taken away from because most of the homeless, disabled, 
and poor would be the first to go.
Debt was also taken away from because there would be no one to pay 
money back to if we didn’t survive.
Education was reduced a little because we wouldn’t need as much to 
educate kids to defend themselves against the zombies.
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